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APPENDICES 

Appendix A. WayV 1st Mini Album "Take Off." 

WayV Dream Launch Lyrics  

 

Yeah, let's go 

yǔ zhòu zuǒ yòu bǎi dòng 

wǒ hái zài xué zhǎng kòng 

bǎ mèng xiǎng fā shè zhí tōng yáo yuǎn wài tài kōng 

nǎ pà wǒ shī le zhòng 

liǎn shàng yě yǒu xiào róng 

děng mèng xiǎng fā shè jiā sù gèng jiē jìn chéng gōng 

Oh yeah, yeah. 

 

wǒ wú shēng nà hǎn huá xiáng de yūn xuàn gǎn 

xīn dōu kuài bèng chū lái le tóu fā yě bèi chuī luàn 

shén me jiào Counting down now, four, three, two, one. 

 

wǒ yǒng wǎng zhí qián 

 

dàn qí shí wǒ yě lái bù jí zhuǎn wān 

pà wǒ huì bǎ háng xiàn tú nòng fǎn 

cái yī zhí zhuī bù shàng de qiú de yùn zhuǎn 

piē kāi suǒ yǒu hài pà It's alright so far. 

céng yòu zhì de liǎn páng 

zhè xiē rì zi yǐ jīng zhú jiàn zhǎng dà 

 

 

 

 

jiǎ rú guāng nián zhī wài de héng xīng 

shǎn shuò yī rán nà me yǒu héng xīn 

měi cì tuī jìn dōu suàn zài qián jìn 

Ready, yeah 

 

rú guǒ shuō qīng chūn jiù shì yuán yīn 

lǐ xiǎng de rán liào jiù shì rè qíng 

zhè me jué dìng 

Oh, yeah. 

 

yǔ zhòu zuǒ yòu bǎi dòng 

wǒ hái zài xué zhǎng kòng 
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bǎ mèng xiǎng fā shè zhí tōng yáo yuǎn wài tài kōng 

nǎ pà wǒ shī le zhòng 

liǎn shàng yě yǒu xiào róng 

děng mèng xiǎng fā shè jiā sù gèng jiē jìn chéng gōng 

Oh yeah, yeah. 

 

shén me jiào yǒng gǎn shì fǒu bù jiǎo ruǎn 

shì fǒu wú zhòng zhuàng tài 

bù xiǎo xīn bǎ fāng xiàng gǎn zhuàng fān 

hé shí néng jiàng luò zài shì jiè de dǐng duān 

But that's okay 'cause 

nǐ le jiě de wǒ bù gū dān 

rèn hé shí hòu yǒu nǐ wèi wǒ zhuàng dǎn 

Let's keep up the good work. 

lù gèng píng tǎn yeah 

 

zhǔ jiàn zì jǐ biǎo dá mù biāo 

zì jǐ dǐ dá xiǎng dào nǎ jiù nǎ 

jiān bǎng shuǎi yī shuǎi 

 

xiǎng zuò zhǐ yǐn fāng xiàng de héng xīng 

nǔ lì jiù yào jiā bèi yǒu héng xīn 

měi cì tuī jìn dōu yào néng qián jìn 

Ready, yeah 

nǐ wǒ de lán tú jiù shì nián qīng 

lǐ xiǎng de shè jì gèng liú xiàn xíng 

yī yán wèi ding 

Ooh baby. 

 

yǔ zhòu zuǒ yòu bǎi dòng 

wǒ hái zài xué zhǎng kòng 

bǎ mèng xiǎng fā shè zhí tōng yáo yuǎn wài tài kōng 

nǎ pà wǒ shī le zhòng 

liǎn shàng yě yǒu xiào róng 

děng mèng xiǎng fā shè jiā sù gèng jiē jìn chéng gōng 

Oh yeah, yeah. 

 

jǐn guǎn xiào wǒ shì zài Dreaming. 

Are you thinking what I'm thinking? 

ruò shì mèng wèi hé wǒ jì yì yóu xīn 

cè shì wǒ de néng nài yòng wǒ quán xīn zī tài 

qī dài téng kōng yī kè wán chéng wǒ suǒ yǒu děng dài 

 

xiǎng huó zài 

 

yǔ zhòu lǐ fēi 
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No, I should say. 

yǔ zhòu yě huì gǎn dòng 

wǒ wèi lái wǒ zhǎng kòng 

bǎ mèng xiǎng fā shè zhí tōng yáo yuǎn wài tài kōng 

cóng bù xū dù yī miǎo zhōng 

 

fēi xiáng shí de lěng fēng 

mǒ bù qù wǒ xiào róng 

děng mèng xiǎng fā shè jiā sù gèng jiē jìn chéng gōng 

wǒ cóng lái bù zhǎo jiè kǒu huǎn chōng 

Oh yeah, yeah. 

 

Here we go, here we go, fire. 

Here it goes, here it goes, higher. 

Little bit higher 

Oh oh (ay!) oh oh (ay!) 

  

Just a little bit 

Here we go, here we go, fire (fire again) 

Here it goes, here it goes, higher. 

Little bit higher 

Oh oh (ay!) oh oh (ay!) 

 

nǎ pà zài děng duō jiǔ 
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WayV Take Off Lyrics  

 

Yeah, cheng shi de yu zai geng ye 

ni hong de guang zai ming mie 

jie deng zhao yao zhe tian xing zhe de bei ying 

mi yang ban de yu mao ling kong pan xuan bu qu 

 

xiang chuan shuo xin zhe heng xin hey 

wo fa xian bu ming fei xing wu ti 

xu duo ren ning shi tian kong 

que you dang zuo shen me ye mei fa sheng 

Yeah, yeah you gu yan xiao de qi xi 

wei he wo ting jian xin tiao du miao de sheng yin 

fang fu fa she tai yi zhun bei hao. 

da di chan dou an xia niu 

feng qie zai kuang xiao 

 

Yeah, ru guo ji lu shang cong wei bei ji zai 

Don’t be sad with it 

ni de zi you jiu wu fa fan gui 

xiang shen mi de bu cun zai de xin hao 

zai lei da shang hua guo yi dao ran shao. 

 

 

 

Can I be honest I so hate to be controlled oh no no 

fei xing shou ze wei yi tiao kuan 

jiu shi wang ji suo you tiao kuan 

 

 

yao pa sheng huo zhe xuan zhuan 

zhi xiang xin zi you yi zhi de luo pan. 

 

wu yi er fei I’m ready for take off take off. 

chao xiang tian wai zhi wai take off. 

wu yi er fei I’m ready for take off take off. 

chao xiang tian wai zhi wai take off. 

 

chi cheng shi ni yu sheng de ye xing 

ni you kang ju zhong li de ye xin 

ni shi li wai ban de cun zai 

So, baby chao xiang tian wai zhi wai take off (yeah) 
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Oh, oh shei neng xun fu wo fei shang yun xiao. 

Oh, oh wu yi er fei I’m ready for take off. 

 

Talkin’ bout wu jing tian ze wei he ling hun ji e qi lai 

DNA jue ding shi zhe sheng cun shu zhe cheng ren 

ye xu wo ke wang di mei li 

yi zai di biao shang xiao shi wu zong 

wo jiang mu guang tiao wang xiang tian kong zhi cheng 

 

Yeah, yong li tiao yue ju jiao shuang bi ju gao 

hui wu zai pao xiao you le gao du 

Yeah, he shi jie wo li jie wo de bu bei li jie 

 

So, rang ta men lie qi you ren wu xu yu yi rock your world 

can lan de tian ti Can be me and you. 

 

wu yi er fei I’m ready for take off take off. 

chao xiang tian wai zhi wai take off. 

 

 

wu yi er fei I’m ready for take off take off. 

chao xiang tian wai zhi wai take off. 

 

chi cheng shi ni yu sheng de ye xing 

ni you kang ju zhong li de ye xin 

ni shi li wai ban de cun zai 

So baby chao xiang tian wai zhi wai take off 

 

fei xiang 

 

Take off (fei xiang) 

Take off. 

 

Oh, fu kan zhe di qiu zai zheng fu shen hou yu zhou 

dao shu de jie pai xiang ping fan say goodbye. 

 

chao xiang shen sui de wei lai wo men fei zou 

 

wu yi er fei I’m ready for take off take off. 

chao xiang tian wai zhi wai take off. 

wu yi er fei I’m ready for take off take off. 

 

chao xiang tian wai zhi wai take off. 

 

yi wo xin tiao de jie zou wei ming 

zhe shi bu ke si yi de fei xing 
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ni shi jian zheng wo de huo ban. 

So, baby chao xiang tian wai zhi wai take off take off 

 

Come on chao xiang tian wai zhi wai take off take off. 

 

dai zhe ni suo you de mei hao 

Come on chao xiang tian wai zhi wai take off take off. 

dai zhe ni suo you de mei hao 

 

Oh, oh shei neng xun fu wo fei shang yun xiao 

Oh, oh wu yi er fei take take off (fei xiang) 
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WayV Let Me Love U Lyrics 

 

Alright uh, woo, baby. 

ni jiu zhan zai jie kou 

jing ran kong zhi bu liao wo xin tiao jie zou yeah. 

lian qiao yu dou xiang bu chu jie kou 

shen ti que zi dong jiu wang ni fang xiang zou 

 

yong jin yi qie ban fa rang ni dong. 

 

yao ni ren bu zhu ye xin dong noh 

 

te diao chu wan mei tian du 

wo yu shang ni jiu luan le jiao bu 

Girl you’re mine all mine baby. 

 

Love u love u ni mei hao de qian suo wei you. 

zheng ge shi jie love u love u. 

I’m fallin’ in love I’m in love. 

I’m in love, let me love u. 

qian zhe shou jiu bu neng fang shou baby 

wo he ni yao ai bu shi shou baby 

Love u love u. 

I’m fallin’ in love I’m in love. 

I’m in love let me love u. 

 

You 

You you got me fallin in love I’m in love 

I’m in love let me love you. 

 

you yi wan ge li you 

wo hui shuo wo ai ni jue bu neng cuo guo 

wo yuan yong yi qie jiao huan gan dong 

Anything to make you smile. 

yi qian duo mei gui liang ge ren zhu guang wan can 

 

ba yi ju yi ju zhen xin hua dou xie jin ka pian 

Oh, baby ba ni pai cheng dian ying 

yao huan you shi jie xun yan lang man 

 

te diao chu wan mei tian du 

wo yu shang ni jiu luan le jiao bu 

Girl you’re mine all mine baby. 
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Love u love u ni mei hao de qian suo wei you. 

zheng ge shi jie love u love u. 

I’m fallin’ in love I’m in love. 

I’m in love, let me love u. 

qian zhe shou jiu bu neng fang shou baby 

wo he ni yao ai bu shi shou baby 

Love u love u. 

I’m fallin’ in love I’m in love. 

I’m in love, let me love u. 

 

wo shen me dou bu zai hu girl 

zhi zai hu ni zhen shi gan chu yeah 

wu fa bu dui ni fu chu 

 

neng bu neng gei wo yi ge yong bao ji hui 

wo shen me dou bu zai hu nah 

zhi zai hu ni xing fu bu xing fu 

xian zai qi wo dai zhe ni yuan zou gao fei 

 

te diao chu wan mei tian du 

ni de wei lai jiao gei wo shou hu 

Girl, you’re mine, all mine baby. 

 

Love u love u ni mei hao de qian suo wei you. 

mei fen mei miao love u love u. 

I’m fallin’ in love I’m in love. 

I’m in love, let me love you. 

ni gei wo xing fu de que ding baby (my heart my heart) 

wo gei ni bu bian de yue ding baby 

Love u love u. 

I’m fallin’ in love I’m in love. 

I’m in love, let me love you. 

 

You 

You you got me fallin’ in love I’m in love 

I’m in love let me love you 

You 

You you got me fallin’ in love I’m in love 

I’m in love let me love you. 

 

Let me love let me love let me love 

Let me love you 
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You 

You got me fallin’ in love I’m in love 

Let me love you 

WayV Come Back Lyrics  

 

Is this what you want? 

Go! 

 

shōu dào qǐng huí dá bù yào chén mò 

wǒ néng píng gǎn jué chāo yuè shí kōng 

shì nǐ zhèng yòng zhuān shǔ yǔ yán hū huàn wǒ 

zài zuì chén de yè lǐ 

děng ài huí yīng 

 

 

wèi hé nǐ qīng wēi de tàn xī 

yǐ guā qǐ jù fēng pán xuán wǒ tiān kōng 

měi dāng nǐ rù shuì nǐ bì yǎn de yè wǎn 

wǒ de shì jiè hēi àn jiàng lín 

wǒ yào nǐ Come back 

Oh, wǒ lián nǐ de hū xī dōu bù xiǎng wàng jì (wǒ xiǎng nǐ) 

bēn xiàng wǒ Come back. 

yuán lái méi yǒu nǐ de měi yī tiān 

dōu shì è mèng de lǐng yù 

Every day 

wǒ yào nǐ Come. 

 

 

bèi liú làng zài ài lǐ wǒ wú chù kě huí qù 

bèi gū dān yí qì shì shéi ràng dēng guāng jì jìng 

 

qiān wàn zhāng liǎn kǒng zài rén hǎi zhōng 

zhǐ yǒu nǐ yǔ wǒ de pín lǜ xiāng tóng 

huí yì xiàng wǒ yǒng xiàn wǒ yǐ dé dào jiào xùn 

wǒ méi yǒu líng tīng nǐ de shēng yīn Sorry 

jiào huì wǒ de shì nǐ 

Come back to me. 

 

wèi hé nǐ qīng wēi de tàn xī 

yǐ guā qǐ jù fēng pán xuán wǒ tiān kōng 

měi dāng nǐ rù shuì nǐ bì yǎn de yè wǎn 

wǒ de shì jiè hēi àn jiàng lín 

 

wǒ yào nǐ Come back. 

Oh, wǒ lián nǐ de hū xī dōu bù xiǎng wàng jì (wǒ xiǎng nǐ) 
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bēn xiàng wǒ Come back. 

yuán lái méi yǒu nǐ de měi yī tiān 

dōu shì è mèng de lǐng yù 

Every day 

wǒ yào nǐ Come. 

 

 

bèi liú làng zài ài lǐ wǒ wú chù kě huí qù 

 

bèi gū dān yí qì shì shéi ràng dēng guāng jì jìng 

 

wǒ xiǎng niàn nà xiē shí guāng dāng wǒ men yī qǐ 

duǎn zàn de xiàng měi hǎo de mèng jìng Oh 

 

jǐn shèng gū dān de yè wǎn 

qī hēi shì wǒ zuì bēi āi de yóu cǎi 

huà zhe wǒ de pái huái 

 

Yeah, zài pái huái stay right there. 

Just react, that's right that (oh, bang) 

nǐ xiàng Melody shēn yǐng huī zhī bù qù de yōu líng 

wǒ de jí xiàn yǔ rěn nài zhǐ dào zhè lǐ Limit 

Straight permanent 

Black permanent 

Tattoo mǒ bù qù de hén jī 

 

 

zhí dào yǒng yuǎn de yìn jì 

rú guǒ è mèng yě yǒu yú yùn 

wǒ yuàn wèi nǐ pái huái dào zhì jīn 

Want you to wake me up now. 

Come back. 

That's why I love you. 

wǒ yào nǐ Come back. 

Oh, wǒ lián nǐ de hū xī dōu bù xiǎng wàng jì (wǒ xiǎng nǐ) 

bēn xiàng wǒ Come back. 

yuán lái méi yǒu nǐ de měi yī tiān 

dōu shì è mèng de lǐng yù 

Every day 

wǒ yào nǐ Come. 

 

 

bèi liú làng zài ài lǐ wǒ wú chù kě huí qù 

bèi gū dān yí qì shì shéi ràng dēng guāng jì jìng 

 

wǒ yào nǐ Come back (bié pái huái) 
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bèi gū dān yí qì shì nǐ ràng dēng guāng jì jìng 

wǒ yào nǐ Come back. 

 

WayV Say It Lyrics 

 

Xiao shi yi shun jian leave in the morning. 

Girl shui an jing de shui le 

Mi meng de shuang yan kan bu qing jie xian woo. 

 

Dao bu liao zhong dian (yi dian yi dian) 

Man dong zuo de qing jie (tian mi huang yan) 

Cheng qiang de ai bu shi wan mei no more 

 

Piao fu ni de shi jie 

Zhui sui ni de shi xian 

 

Mi shi zai huang yan sen lin ling yi mian 

 

Zhui ru zhen shi huang yan 

Ji xing ni de biao yan bai gei ni you yi bian 

 

Ai de wu fa chuai ce shi fei 

 

Oh, my dangerous dangerous ji ji ke wei 

Xuan gua zai shi kong de bian jie 

Bai gei ni you yi bian 

Zui zhen shi de huang yan 

Zui zhen shi de huang yan 

 

(Oh nanana) gao su wo ma 

 

(Oh nanana) zhen shi de hua 

 

(Oh nanana) gao su wo ba 

(Oh nanana) zhen shi de huang 

 

Kuai yao ji bu qi ni de lian jian mo hu 

Kan ni zui hou yi yan shu xi zhe hua mian 

Ni li kai le wo shi jie bing leng wen du 

 

Li kai ni huang yan hui gui chun cui 

 

Mi tu jin di zai ni xin li 

 

Xiang chuang mi wu sen lin ban gui yi 

Bu man jing ji huang yan de mi mi 
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Dao di na yi ju cai shi zhen de ni 

Ni mei ju hua rang wo qi dai 

Zhi gao dian rang wo fu kan de shang hai 

Tell me ni zui zhen shi de zhuang tai. 

Jiu rang wo xing lai 

 

Zhui ru zhen shi huang yan 

Ji xing ni de biao yan bai gei ni you yi bian 

Ai de wu fa chuai ce shi fei 

 

Oh, my dangerous dangerous ji ji ke wei 

Xuan gua zai shi kong de bian jie 

Bai gei ni you yi bian 

Zui zhen shi de huang yan 

 

Hai pa ni hui bu zai shen bian 

Hey girl rang wo duo xiang xin yi dian 

Zui hou cun zai liang ge shi jie shi ni de huang yan 

Zhui ru zhen shi huang yan 

(Oh nanana) ji xing ni de biao yan 

(Oh nanana) bai gei ni you yi bian 

(Oh nanana) ai dei wu fa chuai ce shi fei 

Fan fu wu zhi jin de hei ye wo bu zhi dao 

Xuan gua zai shi kong de bian jie 

Bai gei ni you yi bian (oh nanana) 

Zui zhen shi de huang yan (oh nanana) 

 

Wei miao de ji xing biao yan (oh nanana) 

Ge jue zhe ni de tian mi yu yan (oh nanana) 

Oh, come on and do it say you like that (oh nanana) 

Talk to me girl (gao su wo ba) 

Talk to me (oh nanana) 

Zhen shi de hua 
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WayV Regular Lyrics  

 

Yeah, yeah 

suo you yu wang get ’em all. 

xie xia guo duo xing fen buzz 

zhe cheng shi de zhu ren gong CT zhi qian N wei shou 

 

wo men bu xie zhi zui jin mi 

Be the one, one, one (no no) 

Yeah, wu shu ye wan zai wu tai de zheng zhong yang 

 

I be bangin’ with my team wo men bu qi shou (faith, faith) 

wo men yin dao guang de liu xiang in the street oh (splash) 

 

zai cheng shi zhong man you 

tong shi bi shang ni de yan jing (bang bang) 

meng xiang zai wo shou zhong wo jin (wo jin) 

zhao liang le wo xiang xiang de chong jing (pause) 

 

And now we in a zone (oh) 

nu li dian shi cheng wei gold 

ge shi bai qian wan dou bu gou (yeah yeah) 

Yeah, yeah, falling in my motion (splash) 

 

 

wo men xiang shou bei yang wang de zi tai every time 

xiang heng xing can lan wu xu shou ze stop hitting my line. 

meng hui ji sha cheng ta but I’m still not satisfied. 

 li suo dang ran on the regular 

jiu rang gui ze yi wai irregular. 

 

We make the world go. 

wo fu kan tian kong 

We make the world go. 

wo du shang le suo you tian man shi jie I want it 

zhi yi ba meng de ba xin wang tian kong man man pian yi (yeah yeah yeah) 

We are not the same wo bi xu shi wei yi (hey hey) 

 

zai zui gao zhi chu (fly) wo de guo du (skrt) zai wo yan zhong 

We never lose (nah) ye mei you xian du (nothing) 

We do what we do. 
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I’m so clean, so fresh. 

tian sheng ju guang shan guang xiu 

Diamonds on my neck 

guang yuan dou yi wo wei zhou (Let’s go!) 

You gon’ hold up, hold up, hold up for a real one. 

For a real one 

 

xiang yun duan di jin tou chu fa 

bei yang wang bi cheng wei star 

(Oh yeah, yeah, yeah) 

So fly, so hot ju jiao wei dian we touch the sky zhu ding wei da. 

qing jin guan xian mu ji du I did it all by myself (uh) 

 

And now we in a zone (ice ice) 

nu li dian shi cheng wei gold (cheng wei gold) 

ge shi bai qian wan dou bu gou (yeah, yeah, yeah) 

Yeah, yeah, falling in my motion (splash) 

 

wo men xiang shou bei yang wang de zi tai every time 

xiang heng xing can lan wu xu shou ze stop hitting my line. 

meng hui ji sha cheng ta but I’m still not satisfied. 

 

 li suo dang ran on the regular 

 jiu rang gui ze yi wai irregular. 

 

We make the world go. 

wo fu kan tian kong 

We make the world go. 

wo du shang le suo you tian man shi jie I want it 

Multi-colored diamonds like the rainbow 

PLR your eyes yu se cai gong gou (your brain go) 

 

Yeah, shan han fa guang we flash wu fa zi wo let’s dance. 

shen ti fa fu shou zhi wan wu wu guo bu wu uh 

Oh, oh yeah. 

Oh oh 

Burn it up, burn it up, burn it up. 

 

zhe shou ge shi ye kong li de xing huo 

rang zhe xuan lu wave do it our way. 

Oh 
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wo men xiang shou bei yang wang de zi tai every time 

xiang heng xing can lan wu xu shou ze stop hitting my line. 

meng hui ji sha cheng ta but I’m still not satisfied. 

 li suo dang ran on the regular 

 jiu rang gui ze yi wai irregular. 

We make the world go (oh oh oh) 

wo fu kan tian kong 

We make the world go. 

wo du shang le suo you tian man shi jie I want it 

 

Regular 
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WayV Dream Launch [English Translation] 

Yeah, let's go 

Swinging around the universe. 

I'm still learning to control. 

Launch your dreams into distant outer space. 

Even if I lose weight. 

There is a smile on my face. 

Waiting for the dream launch to accelerate closer to success. 

Oh yeah, yeah. 

 

 

I'm silent, snoring, gliding. 

The heart is coming out, the hair is also blown up. 

What is? Counting down now, four, three, two, one. 

I'm brave. 

But in fact, I have no time to turn back. 

  

I'm afraid I will reverse the route map. 

I have never been able to catch up with the operation of the earth. 

Open all fears, it's alright so far. 

A childish face. 

These days has grown up. 

  

If the stars are outside the light years. 

The flicker is still so persevering. 

Every advancement is counted forward. 

Ready, yeah. 

If it's because of youth. 

The ideal fuel is passion. 

So decided. 

Oh, yeah. 

  

Swinging around the universe. 

I'm still learning to control. 

Launch your dreams into distant outer space. 

Even if I lose weight. 

There is a smile on my face. 

Waiting for the dream launch to accelerate closer to success. 

Oh yeah, yeah. 

  

What is bravery? 

Whether there is no heavy state. 

Inadvertently knocking the direction. 
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When can you land at the top of the world? 

But that's okay 'cause. 

I don't know if you know it. 

  

Anytime you have to be bold for me. 

Let's keep up the good work. 

The road is flatter, yeah. 

Seeing yourself express your goals. 

Where do you think you will arrive? 

A little shoulder. 

  

Want to be the star of the directions. 

Efforts must double my perseverance. 

Every move must be able to go forward. 

Ready, yeah. 

Your blueprint is young. 

The ideal design is more streamlined. 

A word. 

Oh, baby. 

  

Swinging around the universe. 

I'm still learning to control. 

Launch your dreams into distant outer space. 

Even if I lose weight. 

There is a smile on my face. 

Waiting for the dream launch to accelerate closer to success. 

Oh yeah, yeah. 

  

Although laughing, I'm dreaming. 

Are you thinking what I'm thinking? 

If it is a dream, I still remember it. 

Test my ability to be durable and my new attitude. 

I'm looking forward to vacating for all my waiting. 

Want to live. 

  

Swinging around the universe. 

No, I should say. 

The universe will also be touched. 

I will control in the future. 

Launch your dreams into distant outer space. 

Never waste a second. 

Cold wind when flying. 

Can't erase my smile. 

Waiting for the dream launch to accelerate closer to success. 

I never find an excuse to buffer 

Oh yeah, yeah. 
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Here we go, here we go, fire. 

Here it goes, here it goes, higher. 

Little bit higher 

Oh, oh (Ay!) Oh, oh (ay!) 

  

Just a little bit. 

Here we go, here we go, fire (fire again) 

Here it goes, here it goes, higher. 

Little bit higher. 

Oh, oh (ay!) Oh, oh (ay!) 

  

Even if I wait any longer. 
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WayV Take Off [English Translation] 

 

Yeah the city’s rain is choking, yeah 

Neon lights are shining brightly 

Street lights shining on Skywalkers silhouette 

Mysterious feathers swirling refusing to leave 

Like the legendary believer Hengxin, hey 

I discovered an unknown flying object 

Many people look to the sky 

But act as if nothing had happened 

 

Yeah yeah the smell of smoke in the air 

Why do I hear the sound of my heartbeat as a countdown? 

As if the launch pad is ready 

The earth shakes when the button is pressed 

The wind blows wildly 

 

Yeah if there is no record recorded 

Don’t be sad with it 

Your freedom can’t be wronged 

Like a mysterious signal that doesn’t exist 

That appears like a fire on the radar 

 

Can I be honest? I so hate to be controlled oh no no 

The rules of flight has only one rule 

Which is to forget all the rules 

If you want to climb up or rotate (in a plane) 

Trust only the compass of free will 

 

Flying wingless, I’m ready for take off take off 

Towards the outside sky take off 

Flying wingless, I’m ready for take off take off 

Face towards the outside sky take off 

 

Galloping is the wildness of your life 

You have ambition that can resist gravity 

You exist as the exception 

So baby face towards the outside sky, take off (yeah) 

 

Oh oh who can stop me from flying to the sky? 

Oh oh flying wingless, I’m ready for take off 

 

Talkin’ ’bout, why is natural selection of the soul greedy? 

DNA determines the survival of the fittest 
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Perhaps the beauty I long for 

Has disappeared from the face of the earth 

I’ll look towards the city in the sky 

 

Yeah jump strongly, focus on raising your two arms 

Waving and roaring have height 

Yeah, and the world, I understand that I am not understood 

So let them hunt for those with no wings, rock your world 

Bright celestial beings can be me and you 

 

Flying wingless, I’m ready for take off take off 

Towards the outside sky take off 

Flying wingless, I’m ready for take off take off 

Face towards the outside sky take off 

 

Galloping is the wildness of your life 

You have ambition that can resist gravity 

You exist as the exception 

So baby face towards the outside sky, take off 

 

(Fly) 

 

Take off (Fly) 

Take off 

 

Oh looking over the earth, as you conquer the universe behind you 

The beat of the countdown like usual say goodbye 

Towards a profound future, we will fly away 

 

Flying wingless, I’m ready for take off take off 

Towards the outside sky take off 

Flying wingless, I’m ready for take off take off 

Face towards the outside sky take off 

 

Defined by my heartbeat 

This is an incredible flight 

You are a witness as my companion 

So baby face towards the outside sky, take off (take off) 

 

Come on face towards the outside sky, take off take off 

Bring all of your goodness 

Come on face towards the outside sky, take off take off 

Bring all of your goodness 

 

Oh oh who can stop me from flying to the sky? 

Oh oh flying wingless, take take off (flying) 
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WayV Let Me Love U [English Translation] 

 

Alright uh, woo, baby 

You’re just standing by the street 

Yet I can’t control the rhythm of my heart beat, Yeah 

Can’t think of an excuse so we can have an accidental encounter 

My body involuntarily moves towards you 

Using all the ways to make you understand 

want you to fall in love uncontrollably too, noh 

 

A perfect blend of sweetness, 

my pace got messed up when I met you 

Girl you’re mine, all mine baby 

 

Love u love u you’re so wonderful, so unparalleled. 

The whole world love u love u 

I’m fallin’ in love I’m in love 

I’m in love let me love you 

I won’t let go even once when we hold hands baby 

You and I, we’re in love and not letting go baby 

Love u love u 

I’m fallin’ in love I’m in love 

I’m in love let me love you 

 

You 

You you got me fallin’ in love I’m in love 

I’m in love let me love you 

 

Have ten thousand reasons, 

I will never fail to tell you I love you 

I’m willing to trade my everything for you 

Anything to make you smile 

One thousand roses, a candlelight dinner for two 

Every word of my heartfelt confession is writting on the card 

Oh baby you’ll be in a movie, 

wanting to embark on a romantic journey 

 

A perfect blend of sweetness, 

my pace got messed up when I met you 

Girl you’re mine, all mine baby 

 

Love u love u you’re so wonderful, so unparalleled. 

The whole world love u love u 

I’m fallin’ in love I’m in love 
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I’m in love let me love you 

I won’t let go even once when we hold hands baby 

You and I, we’re in love and not letting go baby 

Love u love u 

I’m fallin’ in love I’m in love 

I’m in love let me love you 

 

I don’t care about anything else girl 

I only care about your genuine feelings yeah 

I have to devote myself to you, 

would you give me the chance to hug you 

I don’t care about anything else nah 

I only care for your happiness 

From now on, I’ll take you far and high 

 

You’re a special blend of sweetness, 

let me protect your future 

Girl you’re mine, all mine baby 

 

Love u love u you’re so wonderful, so unparalleled 

Every minute, every second love u love u 

I’m fallin’ in love I’m in love 

I’m in love let me love you 

You give me the real definition of happiness, baby (my heart my heart) 

I’ll give you a definite promise, baby 

Love u love u 

I’m fallin’ in love I’m in love 

I’m in love let me love you 

 

You 

You you got me fallin’ in love I’m in love 

I’m in love let me love you 

You 

You you got me fallin’ in love I’m in love 

I’m in love let me love you 

 

Let me love let me love let me love 

Let me love you 

 

You 

You got me fallin’ in love I’m in love 

Let me love you 
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WayV Come back [English Translation] 

 

Is this what you want? 

Go! 

 

If you've received it, reply to me, don't stay silent 

My senses surpass time and space 

Calling me with your language 

In the dark of night 

(Waiting for your love) 

 

Why are you gently sighing? 

Already a hurricane circling in my skies 

Every night you close your eyes and fall asleep 

The darkness of my world arrives 

 

Want you to come back 

Oh even your every breath I don't want to forget (Thinking about you) 

Run to me, come back 

Turns out every day without you 

Is the district of nightmares 

Every day 

Want you to come 

 

In the drifting of love I have nowhere to go 

In the loneliness of abandonment, who silenced the light? 

 

In a sea of faces in the crowd 

Only you and I are on the same frequency 

The memories resurface, I've learnt my lesson 

I didn't listen to your voice, I'm sorry 

It's you who taught me 

Come back to me 

 

Why are you gently sighing? 

Already a hurricane circling in my skies 

Every night you close your eyes and fall asleep 

The darkness of my world arrives 

 

Want you to come back 

Oh even your every breath I don't want to forget (Thinking about you) 

Run to me, come back 

Turns out every day without you 

Is the district of nightmares 
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Every day 

Want you to come 

 

In the drifting of love I have nowhere to go 

In the loneliness of abandonment, who silenced the light? 

 

I miss the times when we were together 

Briefness of a blissful dreamscape, oh 

The lonely nights left over 

Pitch black is the colour of my deepest sorrow 

The painting of my pacing 

 

Yeah hesitating stay right there 

Just react, that's right that (oh, bang) 

You're like a Melody, ghost-like silhouette 

My endurance, tolerance only up to here, Limit 

Straight permanent 

Black permanent 

Tattoo, scars that can't be removed 

Everlasting imprints 

If nightmares have an aftertaste 

I'm willing to hesitate to this moment, for you 

Want you to wake me up now 

Come back 

(That's why I love you) 

 

Want you to come back 

Oh even your every breath I don't want to forget (Thinking about you) 

Run to me, come back 

Turns out every day without you 

Is the district of nightmares 

Every day 

Want you to come 

 

In the drifting of love I have nowhere to go 

In the loneliness of abandonment, who silenced the light? 

 

Want you to come back (Stop hesitating) 

In the loneliness of abandonment, it's you who silenced the light 

I want you to come back. 
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WayV Say It [English Translation] 

 

Disappear instantly, leave in the morning 

Girl, who fell asleep quietly? 

Misty eyes can't see the boundary clearly 

 

(Oh) Can't reach the end (A little bit, a little bit) 

A slow-motion plot of sweet lies 

This stubborn love isn't perfect, no more 

 

Drifting through your world 

Chasing your line of sight 

Lost on the other side of the forest of lies 

 

Falling into real lies 

Improvising your performance 

I lost to you once again 

Loved till I was unable to tell right from wrong 

Oh my dangerous, dangerous 

Precariously 

Hanging on the brink of insanity 

I lost to you once again 

The realest lies 

(The realest lies) 

 

(Oh na, na, na) Will you tell me 

(Oh na, na, na, na) The truth? 

(Oh na, na, na) Please, tell me 

(Oh na, na, na, na) The real lie 

 

Almost forgetting your face, as it gradually blurs 

Taking one last glance at you, committing it to memory 

You left my world and it became cold 

Leaving your lies brought back purity 

 

The forbidden lost land in your heart 

As mysterious as a misty forest 

Covered by the secret of thorny lies 

Which sentence is the real you, after all? 

 

I look forward to every sentence you speak 

Till I look down at my hurt from a great heigh 

Tell me you realest state 

Let me wake up 
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Falling into real lies (Woo) 

(Hey, hey, hey) Improvising your performance 

I lost to you once again 

Loved till I was unable to tell right from wrong 

Oh my dangerous, dangerous 

Precariously 

Hanging on the brink of insanity 

I lost to you once again 

The realest lies 

 

Afraid, you're not by my side 

Hey girl, let me believe just a bit more 

In the end, two worlds exist 

It's your lie 

 

Falling into real lies (oh) 

(Oh na, na) Improvising your performance 

(Oh na, na, na, na) I lost to you once again 

(Oh na, na) Loved till I was unable to tell right from wrong (Oh na, na, na, na) 

 

I'm unaware of the seemingly endless night 

Hanging on the brink of insanity 

I lost to you once again (Oh na, na) 

The realest lies (Oh na, na, na) 

 

An excellent improvised performance (Oh na, na) 

Isolating your sweet words (Oh na, na, na, na) 

Oh, come and do it, say you like that (Oh na, na) 

Talk to me, girl (Tell me) 

Talk to me (Oh na, na) The truth 
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WayV Regular [English Translation] 

 

Yeah, yeah 

All the desire, Get 'em all 

Break down the excessive excitement, buzz 

The protagonist of this city, before "CT" there is "N" 

 

We disdain the luxury 

Be the one, one, one 

(Yeah, yeah) 

Yeah, countless nights, at the center of the stage 

 

I be bangin' with my team, we are not surrendering (faith, faith) 

We lead the direction that light flows, in the street oh (splash) 

 

Roaming in the city 

While closing your eyes (Bang bang) 

The dream is gripped tight in my hands 

And lights up the visions I imagined (Pause) 

 

And now we in a "zone'' 

Working hard, touching stones to become Gold 

Ones, tens, hundreds, thousands, ten thousands, they're all not enough (yeah, 

yeah) 

Yeah, yeah, falling in my motion (splash!) 

 

We enjoy being looked up at Every time 

Like glowing stars, we don't need to obey the rules, Stop hitting my line 

Dream will build sand into castles, But I'm still not satisfied 

It goes without saying, On the regular 

Let the rules be unexpected, Irregular 

 

We make the world go 

I look down to the sky 

We make the world go 

I put bets on everything to fill up the world, I want it 

 

Insisting to move the bull's eye of the dream to the sky 

We are not the same, I have to be the only unique one 

 

Painting my country at the summit in my eyes 

We never lose, we are limitless 

We do what we do 
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I'm so clean, so fresh 

I'm born to gather the lights and put on a light show 

Diamonds on my neck 

The source of light revolves around me (Let's go!) 

You gon' hold up, hold up, hold up for a real one 

 

Setting out to the end of the clouds 

Being looked up at makes me a Star 

(Oh yeah, yeah, yeah) 

So fly, so hot, focusing on point, we touch the sky, we're born to be great 

Envy me however you want, I did it all by myself (uh) 

 

And now we in a "zone'' 

Working hard, touching stones to become Gold 

Ones, tens, hundreds, thousands, ten thousands, they're all not enough (yeah, 

yeah) 

Yeah, yeah, falling in my motion (splash!) 

 

We enjoy being looked up at Every time 

Like glowing stars, we don't need to obey the rules, Stop hitting my line 

Dream will build sand into castles, But I'm still not satisfied 

It goes without saying, On the regular 

Let the rules be unexpected, Irregular 

 

We make the world go 

I look down to the sky 

We make the world go 

I put bets on everything to fill up the world, I want it 

 

Multi-colored diamonds like a rainbow 

PLR your eyes co-constructed with colors (your brain go) 

Yeah, shining, we flash, forgetting about myself, let's dance 

Body, hair and skin 

As long as there's music, we dance, uh 

 

(Oh, woah) Burn it up, burn it up, burn it up 

This song is the spark in the night sky 

Let the music Wave 

Do it our way 

 

We enjoy being looked up at Every time 

Like glowing stars, we don't need to obey the rules, Stop hitting my line 

Dream will build sand into castles, But I'm still not satisfied 

It goes without saying, On the regular 

Let the rules be unexpected, Irregular 
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We make the world go 

I look down to the sky 

We make the world go 

I put bets on everything to fill up the world, I want it 

 

Regular 
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